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Abstract

By focusing on Pentecostal charismatic Christianity, this article explores the encounter of Vietnamese boat people in former West Germany with their political counterparts, Vietnamese contract workers in former East Germany and Vietnamese contract workers from ex-COMECON countries, who became asylum seekers in reunified Germany. It argues that Vietnamese migrants, formerly divided by different political attitudes and experiences, create social relations by joining global Pentecostal networks. However, this new unity cannot be understood as a new form of diasporic ethno-nationalism, despite the fact that many believers live primarily within Vietnamese networks, some of which extend transnationally to Vietnam. Once former contract workers from Russia, Poland, the Czech Republic and other East European countries become mobile believers, most of their proselytizing activities are based on global Christian sociality. Reconstructing their previous global socialist networks, new believers are spreading the Gospel in ex-COMECON countries and in late socialist Vietnam.
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The Holy Spirit Church

In 2008, I participated in an annual convention of the Holy Spirit Church, a charismatic Pentecostal church in Germany, founded by Mr Tung, a boat refugee from Vietnam. Every summer, about 500 believers, who travel from various regions of Germany, Poland, Russia, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Switzerland, Canada and Vietnam, gather at the Loreley, a famous rock at the Rhine River. This public space is a huge tourist site, part of the UNESCO World Heritage Cultural Landscape Upper Middle Rhine Valley visited by tens of thousands of people from all over the world every year. Followers of the Holy Spirit Church have appropriated part of this public space by temporarily transforming it into a sacred place.

At the Loreley I met believers I already knew from my sites of fieldwork in Berlin and Hanoi. During the gathering, I encountered Pastor Tran from Vietnam, the leader of an international church, whom I had previously visited in Ho Chi Minh City in 2006 and again two years later in Hanoi. As part of a global network, he was invited by the Holy Spirit Church to preach at the annual convention. Pastor Tran is not the only one who travels between Vietnam and Germany. I also met Mr Tien, a twenty-five-year-old punk with pierced ears, whom I knew from Sunday services in the Berlin branch of the Holy Spirit Church. While growing up, he had lived with his grandmother in Vietnam, as both his parents were former contract workers in Eastern bloc countries. In 2003, he arrived in Germany with a student visa, but was not successful in completing his German language course and, as a consequence, could not enter university. Mr Tien lived in Germany as a non-documented migrant for one and a half years, began dating a German girl, and later returned to Vietnam. Finally, he married his East German girl friend in Vietnam and returned to Germany by using family reunion regulations, arriving in Germany only shortly before we met in the Holy Spirit Church in Berlin. During the Loreley prayer camp, he told me that

---

1 I have changed all personal names as well as the names of the churches.
2 According to the legend, Loreley, a beautiful young woman, lured navigators of this river to their doom with her alluring singing, much like the Sirens of ancient Greek myth (Hüwelmeier 2010e).
3 I started visiting the Berlin branch of the Holy Spirit Church from 2006 onwards. During my fieldwork, the branch of about 50 believers moved to three different places, due to high rents they had to pay as they were guests in buildings owned by other churches, run by Germans. I participated in Sunday services and visited church members at home and in their work places, such as small flower shops and snack bars. I also took part in evangelization campaigns and in prayer camps in other places in Germany. By also conducting fieldwork in Hanoi, I focused on return migrants and their transnational connections.
he was ready to accept Jesus into his life and was preparing himself together with other young people to be baptized on the rocks of the Rhine River.

For many years, the headquarters of the Holy Spirit Church was situated in a small town in the western part of Germany, and it only recently moved to Berlin. Starting from a small-sized city, Pastor Tung founded many branches in West Germany, in cities such as Stuttgart and Munich, as well as in small towns and in the countryside, where many home churches emerged during the 1980s.

Although founded during the 1980s in West Germany, it was not until the beginning of the 1990s that the Holy Spirit Church extended its outreach globally. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, the pastor felt a call from God to proselytize ‘the East’. From that time onwards, he and his co-believers, apostles and evangelists, visited various places in former East Germany, among others the asylum seekers’ accommodations, many of them located in remote areas, so as to bring the gospel to those people who had never heard about the Bible before. During the 1990s, branches of the Church spread to parts of former eastern socialist Europe. Pastor Tung narrated his emotions after the fall of the Wall: ‘My heart was very touched, because of Vietnam. We also had a reunification and many of us had to leave Vietnam. And I pray, I feel joy with the German people, but I have pity for my Vietnamese people. And I pray to God, “God, save the Vietnamese, everywhere in the world.”’

According to the pastor, the global network of the Holy Spirit Church has followers working in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, France, Switzerland, Hungary, Bulgaria, and other former eastern bloc countries. Outside Europe, branches exist in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia, and Taiwan. The pastor often travels to visit believers in the different countries. However, travelling by itself does not make somebody a cosmopolitan. But, as the Church aims to missionize in former Socialist countries and various regions in Southeast Asia, it is important to examine to what degree the former concepts of the unity of the socialist world have created new forms of sociability and identity within the global Christian mission. Researchers can then compare these new globally circulating forms of sociability and identity with past and present forms of cosmopolitanism.

My interest lies in exploring this meeting of formerly separate worlds within the territory of Germany, where migrants and refugees from former socialist countries are part of networks that extend into their countries of origin. In addition to asking whether the missionizing in former socialist countries creates new sociabilities, I also ask whether this broadened Christian mission as it is realized within Germany is in any way generating not only Christian difference but also simultaneous cosmopolitan-
tan openness. In the first section I look at the arrival of different waves and groups of Vietnamese migrants in Germany, before and after the fall of the Berlin Wall. By focusing on experiences of flight in the case of boat people and of labour migration in socialist countries in the case of Vietnamese contract workers, I move on to investigate whether Vietnamese migrants may be characterized as non-elite cosmopolitans. I then look at the revitalization of religion in Vietnam, as this has an impact on new religious movements in the home country and abroad. The last section deals with issues of linguistic diversity and raises the question whether Pentecostal networks are better grasped by sidestepping an ‘ethnic lens’ (Glick Schiller et al. 2006). In my conclusion I will reflect on the diversity of religious networks in the diaspora. In contrast to pre-existing Vietnamese Buddhist and Vietnamese Catholic congregations in Germany, Pentecostal networks seem to be able to connect Vietnamese migrants who are otherwise represented as politically disparate groups split along the German East-West axis.

According to Pastor Tung, as Germany is the country of origin of Martin Luther, who translated the Bible into German, this host country of many Vietnamese was an ideal place for conversion. The pastor spoke of a return mission, based on a universal spirituality shared by those who are born again and who come from all over the world to reclaim Germany for Jesus. He argued that part of this return mission and God’s plan was to bring tens of thousands of Vietnamese to Germany, both West and East. Finally, he reported, hundreds of boat people and former contract workers had already accepted Jesus into their lives in the diaspora. According to Pastor Tung’s vision, believers will bring the gospel to other countries, in particular to those places where Vietnamese are living and working: in former eastern bloc countries, in Vietnam and in other parts of Southeast Asia.

As missionization is a central issue of global Pentecostalism (Vasquez and Marquardt 2003; Robbins 2004; Meyer 2010), religious experts as well as ordinary believers become mobile people, travelling to various places in order to proselytize. In contrast to nineteenth-century evangelicalism, which was embedded in a ‘colonial modernity’ (van der Veer 2002, p.169), with missionaries seen as part of the bourgeois and the privileged elite, and where the flow of religious messages was directed from the west to the ‘rest’, the new kind of multi-directional interaction and global outreach of today’s Pentecostalism creates religious practitioners from below. But can any of the relationalities this missionizing creates across the boundaries of nation-states and sometimes across national and ethnic identities be considered cosmopolitan?
In order to missionize in ex-COMECON (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance) countries as well as in late socialist Vietnam, the adherents of the Holy Spirit Church build on their former experiences and contacts as contract workers. These relationships brought them in contact with workers from an array of different countries. In the 1970s and 1980s the Socialist Republic of Vietnam signed bilateral treaties with a number of countries in Eastern Europe, such as Poland and the German Democratic Republic (GDR), and other countries, such as Algeria, Cuba, Mozambique, and Angola, and thus became part of a socialist world that spanned part of the globe. Many of the former Vietnamese contract workers in Germany participated in socialist internationalism on an every-day basis, living in workers’ homes and encountering people from many other countries in East German factories. As ‘true’ cosmopolitans (Hannerz 1990), ‘exhibiting a culturally open disposition and interest in continuous engagement with one or other cosmopolitan project’ (Vertovec and Cohen 2002, p.8), Vietnamese contract workers were what I will call ‘socialist cosmopolitans’. The concept of ‘socialist internationalism’ is an emic term, based on the official ideology of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries before 1990, and referring to political and class solidarity between workers from various nations and continents. After Stalin’s condemnation of the term cosmopolitanism, it had a negative connotation, denoting ‘rootlessness’, lack of patriotism and questionable loyalty to the Soviet power. Socialist internationalism was always based on a strong national identity maintained through different Soviet institutions, which facilitated its replacement by nationalist slogans after socialism. Nonetheless, the socialist world did produce experiences such as those of some of the contract workers based on shared sociability and common humanity.

Consequently, I propose the term socialist cosmopolitanism, which denotes a relative plasticity and ethnic egalitarianism that characterized the mobility and interaction, trade, and migrant labour networks in ex-COMECON countries. Drawing on the concept of a ‘socialist ecumene’, discussed by Bayly (2007, p.6), who explored Vietnamese cosmopolitan intellectual families and ‘socialist moderns’, my particular concern in this article is with the mobile lives led by former Vietnamese contract workers, some of them former students, many of them sons and daughters of communist cadres. They experienced a kind of global socialist life and were engaged in forms of a cosmopolitan sociability by creating overseas friendship relations, economic ties and networks of exchange and reciprocity. Those who remained in Germany after 1990 or have come to Germany with this experience encounter other Vietnamese with a very different set of sensibilities as well as Christians who relate to each other not in
terms of nationality but through global Christian community. This Christian sociability is characterized by transnational networks of care, prayer sessions, economic and spiritual support and by sending money and donations to the home country.

New migrants – The arrival of Vietnamese in Germany

In order to explore what makes Germany a unique place for the encounter of both boat people from South Vietnam and contract workers from North Vietnam, I will briefly focus on the two main waves of arrival of Vietnamese in the two Germanys. The political division of Germany into West and East affected the destinations of migrants from different parts of Vietnam: While boat people, mainly from southern Vietnam, sought refuge in West Germany (Federal Republic of Germany or FRG), other Vietnamese migrants, mainly from northern Vietnam, arrived in East Germany (German Democratic Republic or GDR) as contract workers. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, another group of migrants, namely Vietnamese asylum seekers who had been contract workers in other former socialist countries, entered reunited Germany as well. Due to violence including murders among rival gangs of Vietnamese cigarette sellers on the black market in Berlin and eastern Germany in 1996, former contract workers were widely represented as a ‘cigarette mafia’ in the German press (Bui 2003).

Although a small number of boat people and contract workers built up social relations after 1990, such as marriages and economic ties (Bui 2003, p.156), in general, boat people and contract workers kept apart from each other. Internal differences among Vietnamese in Germany are based on political, cultural and religious backgrounds. Boat people, a number of whom are traders with Chinese-Vietnamese background, were mainly Catholic or Buddhist (Baumann 2000, p. 44). They left Vietnam after the end of the American-Vietnam War due to political and /or economic reasons, while contract workers, living and working in the former GDR and other east European countries for several years, considered themselves as non-religious. These differences are still relevant today in reunited Germany and manifest themselves in religious congregations such as separate Catholic and Buddhist communities in western and eastern Germany as well as in western and eastern Berlin. In this context, Pentecostal churches serve as places where political tensions, different ethnic backgrounds, legal status, access to the labour market and historically different experiences are being reconciled.
The arrival of tens of thousands of boat people in West Germany in the late 1970s and at the beginning of the 1980s transformed the multi-cultural landscape of the country. As a result of generous support programs from the federal government, for example, language courses and family reunification policies in the early 1980s (Beuchling 2003), boat refugees have become integrated into German society. The first Vietnamese Pentecostal church emerged in West Germany as early as the 1980s. Founded by a boat refugee, as mentioned above, the church spread through his and his co-ethnics’ proselytizing activities. By the end of the 1980s, several branches and numerous house churches had been created in Hamburg, Hannover, Stuttgart, Munich, and in various small towns and in villages in West Germany.

Compared to the boat refugees, the circumstances of the arrival of tens of thousands of contract workers in East Germany, the Socialist ‘brotherland’ of Vietnam, were quite different. Most of the contract workers came from North Vietnam and migrated through labour agreements between the GDR and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, which were signed in 1980. The Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia and other ex-COMECON states signed similar agreements with Vietnam. When the Berlin Wall fell in 1989 and Germany was reunited in 1990, the fate of the former GDR contract workers was up in the air. During this time of great insecurity, the government of the newly reunited Germany sought political solutions for the migrants including financial incentives for returning to Vietnam and temporary legal guidelines for those who did not wish to return to their home country.4

In the 1950s, long before the arrival of boat people and contract workers, a small number of former students from socialist North Vietnam had spent a seminal period of their lives in East Germany. Known as ‘die Moritzburger’, about 300 children of communist cadres were sent to Moritzburg near Dresden and were educated according to East German standards. Later, a number of them, as well as other students, returned to study at East German universities; others were trained in China or the USSR. Part of the ‘worldwide socialist ecumene’ (Bayly 2007, p. 9) most of these educated people came from families with a long-standing tradition of literacy and/or from families who actively took part in anti-colonial resistance. They returned to Vietnam after some years of studying and actively participated in building socialism.

---

4 According to the latest national statistics (http://www.statistik-berlin.de/pms2000/sg03/2006/06-09-19b.pdf), 12,426 Vietnamese with legal status are living in Berlin. An estimated number of 120,000 Vietnamese are currently living in reunified Germany including non-documented migrants and migrant contract workers from former socialist countries such as the Czech Republic, thousands of whom arrived in Germany and applied for asylum after the fall of the Wall.
As part of an intelligentsia (Bayly 2007, p. 30) who shared a cosmopolitan openness to new experiences as well as language competences and their families’ need for remittances, many returned to the ‘socialist brotherlands’ in the 1980s as part of the contract worker scheme. Former students were now needed as interpreters and ‘group leaders’ of those Vietnamese working in the factories of East German enterprises. A number of the former students did not return to Vietnam after the reunification of Germany.

In addition, thousands of Vietnamese from eastern bloc countries, having lost their status as contract workers, entered Germany, mostly via the Czech Republic, to apply for asylum in reunited Germany. Many of these had traumatic experiences in ex-COMECON countries, after the fall of the Soviet Union and the rise of local nationalisms. In the following section, I will explore the degree to which these experiences have shaped the global Christian networks rooted in Germany by examining the narratives of boat refugees and contract workers.

**Migrants as cosmopolitan subjects**

Vietnamese boat refugees were among the first new migrants from Asia in West Germany after the guest worker programs for people from Italy, Turkey, Spain, and Greece in the 1960s and 1970s. Boat refugees left Vietnam on small, leaky boats and endured traumatic circumstances during their flight across the sea, many not even knowing whether they would survive. Vietnamese boat refugees could be considered non-elites who believed that they could never return. Many of them lived in refugee camps in Southeast Asia for months before being transported to Europe or the United States. They carried with them a politics which positioned them against the socialist government of Vietnam and this position was the basis of their acceptance as refugees.

One of them was Pastor Tung, who founded the Holy Spirit Church in Germany after his arrival in 1981 (Hüwelmeier 2010d). Born into a Protestant family outside of Saigon as one of twelve children, he claimed to have lost his belief in God in his early youth. He claims it was God’s mercy that allowed him to survive on the boat in the South China Sea and it is this experience of rescue that he regards as his call to serve. Soon after his arrival in Singapore, he began proselytizing in a refugee camp. He continued his work in Indonesia as well as in Germany once he and his family arrived there.
Like Pastor Tung, the followers of the Holy Spirit Church in Germany in the 1980s were boat refugees and had similar flight experiences. One of the adherents was Mr Lanh, who had left Vietnam with two close friends after the end of the American-Vietnam War because they had not seen any possibility for a new start in their country of origin. Mr Lanh, a former law student in Saigon, confirmed that the knowledge he had acquired at the university was useless in socialist Vietnam. Fleeing the country was not an easy decision, as Mr Lanh had to leave his wife and child behind. After their arrival in Germany, the friends were separated and settled in different places. Mr Lanh’s friend became a church follower and invited him to visit and to participate in the religious services. This finally led to Mr Lanh also joining the Holy Spirit Church, and he soon became the leader of several home churches and Bible study groups in small villages in northern Germany. As this case demonstrates, new social relationships were created via church networks, which are partly based on previously existing ties of friendship, a certain historical context (the end of the American-Vietnam War) in a specific location (Saigon), and common flight experiences. Sociability, in this case, was shaped by the experience of leaving one’s country of origin as a consequence of political transformation. Those who had dreamt of becoming part of the intelligentsia in the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) turned their back on the reunited Socialist Republic of Vietnam.

In the years after 1990 the Holy Spirit Church grew rapidly with the assistance of Vietnamese ‘newcomers’ from former ‘socialist brotherlands’, such as the USSR, Poland, and the Czech Republic, a number of whom settled in Germany. Conversion to evangelical and Pentecostal Christianity took place in many countries in postsocialist Eurasia, such as in Ukraine, which was called the ‘Bible Belt’ of the former Soviet Union (Wanner 2009, p.163) or in Kyrgyzstan, where the ‘Church of Jesus Christ’ established forty-five congregations, (Pelkmans 2009). One Vietnamese student who had converted to Evangelical Christianity in the former Soviet Union became a pastor in the Holy Spirit Church after his arrival in Germany. His Russian language skills, acquired through his previous cosmopolitan experience, were quite useful in establishing new church networks with Moscow and other places. Another church follower was Mr Mai, whom I met during my fieldwork in Hanoi in 2008. Before arriving in Germany in 1993, he had lived in Russia for five years. Born during the American-Vietnam War, he finished high school in the late 1980s, before leaving for Russia. He intended to stay there for only three years, earn some money, and then return to Vietnam to apply for the university entrance exam. As he reported, he wanted to contribute to the advancement of his country by studying law or business.
His aspirations were quite different from the experiences of the law student Mr Lanh, who was raised as a Catholic and had been trained in South Vietnam during the war. Mr Lanh lived in refugee camps in South East Asia for nearly one year, speaks English and German quite well, and visits his many siblings in the USA on a regular basis. After his conversion to Pentecostalism in Germany, his preaching in the ‘Lord’s Center’, a church mainly visited by Vietnamese, is based on patriotism and love for his country of origin, love between peoples, between spouses, parents and children, and on reconciliation among all mankind.

Contrary to Mr Lanh, Mr Mai had never heard about Christianity in Vietnam and only came into contact with its ideas while entering Germany as an asylum seeker after 1990. At the end of the 1980s he wanted to earn some money abroad, in Siberia, to support his family after doi moi (1986), the era of ‘renovation’ and economic reforms, when, according to him and to my informants in Hanoi, food was very scarce and consumer goods could only be obtained by receiving them as remittances from abroad. Working in the ‘socialist brotherlands’ just as the various regimes were collapsing and being replaced with rather virulent nationalist politics, he felt most unwelcome. The loss of moral values, the experiences of humiliation and corruption, as well as the exclusion and xenophobia in the former ‘socialist brotherlands’ are interpreted as signs of the society’s lack of faith and decline and are thus part of conversion narratives.

Mr Mai fled to Germany but his experiences of racialization and discrimination continued. He paid a human trafficking team several hundred US dollars and through them arrived in Germany in 1993. After a long journey, he was placed in different homes for asylum seekers. His residence status was always uncertain and he never knew whether or when he would be deported. In the asylum seeker housing in Germany, he experienced daily violence among the inhabitants, who all came from different countries. According to him, the Vietnamese were at the bottom of the hierarchy, below the Africans, Russians, and Bosnians. He personally experienced fighting, rape, and drug-dealing in the home. The German police could not provide any safety. One day, Mr Mai found a Bible beneath his bed, written in Vietnamese, and started reading. After having lost all his hope, he joined the Holy Spirit Church and started to engage socially with others. According to his narrative of conversion, he met ‘good people’, who helped him in his desperate situation. Very soon he became part of a translocal network of Christians, who know each other, visit each other and take care of each other. He started talking about his experiences in Siberia and the racist attacks in Germany and thus felt at home in the church as everybody listened
to him. When he barely escaped a fire in the dormitory, he finally accepted Jesus into his life. Some years later, when his status as an asylum seeker was denied, he returned to Hanoi and became a preacher and a leading figure in the underground branches of the Holy Spirit Church.

A number of Vietnamese from East European countries had similar experiences in Germany of not feeling safe in their respective host country. Many of them were asylum seekers and not allowed to work while others arrived in Germany as non-documented migrants. For some of them the Pentecostal churches became places where memories and narratives of migrant experiences could be reconciled. While receiving spiritual support from the churches and being incorporated into a religious network of co-ethnics, these migrants were able to rethink their often painful experiences.

Moreover, the churches built a platform for a new moral order. Within that new space, former contract workers also rethought their experiences with local authorities in late socialist Vietnam. A number of believers and church leaders had formerly been members of the Communist party or leading cadres in Communist youth organizations in Vietnam. By joining the Holy Spirit Church in Germany, they were encouraged to make a ‘complete break with the past’ (Meyer 1998), and, I would like to add, a complete break with their political past. Mrs Vuong, for example, a communist cadre, told me that she had been actively involved in expelling Christian students from school in Hanoi in the 1980s. After her conversion in Germany in the 1990s, she repented as she regarded her political activism as sin. As a former contract worker she accepted responsibility in the church and assumed office as an elder and a preacher, thus establishing a new Christian sociability different from her former political practices and ideologies. At the same time, those from the South found the space to put aside their experiences of flight from socialist Vietnam. Meanwhile, more recent arrivals embraced their new-found Christian sociability as a way of dealing with the allurement of the consumer culture of the recent ‘market socialism’ in Vietnam and of Europe, since the ‘gospel of prosperity’, an integral part of the preaching, includes happiness, health and economic success.

One may consider the religious experts and church leaders who forge and maintain transnational religious ties while travelling within global Christian networks as the elites of local congregations. However, some of the leading evangelists of Vietnamese Pentecostal churches are working in German factories. Moreover, their travelling and willingness to engage with the ‘Other’ does not signal privilege and wealth as in Hannerz’ image of the elite cosmopolitan (Hannerz 1990, pp. 238-39; see also Vertovec and Cohen 2002, p.6). Rather, their travel is similar to the transnational
Catholic nuns, who move between Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America but cannot be labelled as elite cosmopolitans (Hüwelmeier 2008b). I have argued elsewhere that these nuns practice a cosmopolitanism from below, by negotiating ethnic diversity within their congregations and by contributing to global justice and human dignity in various parts of the world. Working as teachers and nurses to the poor, they do not exclude non-Christians.

Contrary to Catholic nuns, it is questionable whether the sociability of the evangelizing Vietnamese Pentecostalists, engendered through their travel as they encounter actors of various backgrounds, can be called cosmopolitanism. Pentecostal cosmopolitanism has its limits, in particular with regard to tolerance and respect for other religious traditions. One characteristic feature of Pentecostal charismatic churches is their focus on a dualistic world view: the constant fight between good and evil, between God and Satan. Other religious practices are imagined as ‘powers of darkness’ (Meyer 1995) and thus have to be abolished.

Discourses about diviners, spirit mediums, soul callers and ancestor veneration are quite popular in everyday discourses in the Pentecostal charismatic churches built by Vietnamese and should therefore be part of the analysis of Pentecostal diasporic practices. The emergence of Pentecostalism among Vietnamese in Germany is immediately connected and influenced by the revitalization of diverse religious practices in Vietnam after the economic reforms known as doi moi. Consequently, I will briefly describe the religious diversity in late socialist Vietnam and contextualize its impact for Vietnamese in the diaspora.

Pentecostalism is one of the fastest growing religious movements to be found in contemporary Vietnam, within a context of the increasing importance or revitalization of religious activities (Malarney 2002; Taylor 2007). Pentecostalism competes with various forms of religious practices. For example, spirit possession has once again become quite popular among Vietnamese businesswomen in Hanoi and other places (Endres 2006) as well as in the USA (Fjelstad 2010). Ritual specialists, such as soul callers, are consulted by many people in Vietnam in order to get into contact with the war dead (Lauser 2008). Hanoians in their 80s, whom I met during my fieldwork, who had taken part in the anti-colonial resistance and fought against the Americans, only recently erected ancestor altars at home. National leaders began visiting monuments to the nation’s founding ancestors, bringing incense offerings. The influence of the Catholic Church is growing, not least because of recent conflicts with the government. This religious diversity exists together with contemporary consumerism that is marketed as a cosmopolitan lifestyle.
In contemporary Germany, the religious landscape among Vietnamese is as diverse as in Vietnam. In former East German cities, new pagodas are currently in the process of being founded. Only recently, a Vietnamese Buddhist pagoda was inaugurated in a Vietnamese wholesale market in the eastern part of Berlin (Hüwelmeier and Krause 2008; 2010b). Shrines are also common among Vietnamese entrepreneurs in the eastern part of Germany, who erect small altars at the entrances to their grocery stores, travel agencies, and nail studios to protect themselves, their families, and their businesses and to increase their economic success (Hüwelmeier 2008a).

According to the beliefs of Vietnamese Pentecostal Christians, these altars as well as other religious practices are the work of the devil and must be rejected by adherents of Pentecostal churches. Those whose souls are to be saved must abandon their former ritual activities. While the ‘battle against idolatry’ (van der Veer 2002, p. 173) was already part of the activities of evangelical missionary societies in the 18th and 19th centuries, currently, this battle may take different forms. It is waged in contemporary Pentecostal charismatic underground churches in Vietnam as well as in diasporic headquarters such as the Holy Spirit Church in Germany (Hüwelmeier 2010c). As various spirits are constructed as the Other in Pentecostal discourse (Hüwelmeier 2010a; Hüwelmeier and Krause 2010a), there is a constant war between the Holy Spirit and other spirits. Given the primacy they accord this spiritual war between good and evil, Vietnamese Pentecostals cannot be said to be cosmopolitans despite their willingness to embrace all comers within their global Christian network. Diversity of political and national backgrounds is tolerated and these differences are said to be of no account within the body of Christ. On the other hand, the leadership is not open to cultural diversity in terms of alternative religious beliefs.

Beyond the ethnic lens?

In several articles about Pentecostal congregations in Germany, Glick Schiller and her colleagues have argued that Pentecostal networks must be studied without an ethnic lens (Glick Schiller 2005; 2009; Glick Schiller et al. 2006; Karagiannis and Glick Schiller 2006). This is because the members of many congregations and the networks of which they are a part stress that they have come together as Christians rather than on the basis of ethnic or national identity, and many of these churches actively recruit German members. Glick Schiller (2009) has stressed that the uni-
versalism of fundamentalist Christian migrants, while globe-spanning and transnational, is not cosmopolitanism. Even as it unites Christian migrants with natives, the universalism of migrant fundamentalism divides Christians from all others. My research demonstrates that a similar argument can be made for the types of sociability forged by Vietnamese Pentecostalism in Germany and transnationally. Despite language constraints among some Vietnamese, especially among former contract workers, which keeps them within Vietnamese-language prayer meetings, Vietnamese Pentecostalists are linked to a global Pentecostal Christian network. The sociability of their Christianity allows them to overcome former political differences around a new unified Vietnamese national identity. Their persisting mastery of Vietnamese is also valued in their missionary efforts in Vietnam. The Holy Spirit Church maintains the Vietnamese language within a project of forming the home country into a Christian one. Yet its members also create church links that are simultaneously global as well as national.

Although Vietnamese is the dominant language in believers’ everyday lives and in the Sunday services, adherents and pastors of the Holy Spirit congregation and its networks welcome anyone who joins them in prayer. German visitors are assisted by second generation migrants, sitting next to them, who interpret the sermons and prayers during the healing rituals. At the annual convention at the Loreley, about 500 Vietnamese arrived as well as some German spouses and a few English-speaking preachers. Sermons were translated into German and English. Christian songs were sung in Vietnamese, in English and in German with the lyrics projected onto the wall via a beamer. However, everyday communication among adults took place almost exclusively in Vietnamese during the multi-day prayer camp, while young people, second generation migrants, spoke to each other in German.

Encounters between Vietnamese and non-Vietnamese ordinary believers from other countries also occur within other Vietnamese Pentecostal churches. For example, a group of about thirty believers from Latin America participated in an annual convention of the Lord’s Center, another Vietnamese Pentecostal church founded in Germany, in which I took part in 2007. During the one-week gathering, which took place in a small village of northern Germany, where the headquarters of the church is located, prayers were offered in German, Vietnamese, Spanish and English.

Moreover, a number of Vietnamese believers come into contact with Germans and people from various ethnic and cultural backgrounds in their everyday lives and in these activities they use their church membership to extend bonds of sociality across ethnic and cultural divides. By participating in a language course, for example,
Mrs Huong, a former Vietnamese contract worker from the Czech Republic, met a Pentecostal believer from Africa, and asked her where she could find a new place for worship, as Mrs Huong had split from the Holy Spirit Church together with some Vietnamese women. She received a phone number of an African pastor but was not able to contact him as he only spoke English.

Many of the transnational ties of these congregations are forged and maintained by travelling pastors. Pastor Tung and his assistants are part of a global network of German and non-German pastors and thus are connected with leading figures of various ethnic and national backgrounds: American, German, Vietnamese and Indian evangelists as well as religious experts from various other countries. However, most of those who participated in the daily activities of the Holy Spirit Church were Vietnamese. A handful of Germans, spouses of Vietnamese believers, join the annual conventions, yet I rarely met them during Sunday services.

Language is a decisive issue in the Holy Spirit Church and in other Vietnamese Pentecostal churches founded in the diaspora. Unlike the pastors and other boat people, who speak German quite well, most of the former contract workers from East Germany and asylum seekers from ex-COMECON countries do not speak passable German, although they have been living in the host country for about twenty years. They prefer to read the Bible in Vietnamese and gather with other Vietnamese in the church and in their daily lives. Variation within Pentecostal churches in the language used for prayer is common among Pentecostal congregations founded by migrants in Europe. Some congregations founded by Africans perform services partially in English or French or simultaneously in German and English, while other churches, for example, those from Ghana, provide services in Twi in order to attract those who are not able to speak English (Glick Schiller et al. 2006; Adogame 2010; Hüwelmeier and Krause 2010b).

English is generally only spoken by second generation Vietnamese or by boat refugees with transnational family ties to the USA. French, the former colonial language, is hardly spoken by former contract workers and asylum seekers, many of whom were born during the American-Vietnam War. However, a number of the adherents of the Holy Spirit Church have basic skills in Russian, Polish or Czech, as they came to Germany as asylum seekers from other countries. Because of their language competence, some of the ordinary believers from Berlin travel to their former countries of residence in order to proselytize. For example, members travel from Germany to Poland to distribute Bibles at the main station in Warsaw.
While the inability of many members of the Holy Spirit Church to speak passable German or English may keep Vietnamese Pentecostalists in Germany from making the connections they desire with non-Vietnamese speaking Christians from some parts of the world, they sustain their global outreach through other competencies. Their previous socialist cosmopolitan practices led Vietnamese to acquire a range of other languages, i.e. Russian, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Czech, as well as cultural competences. These are now mobilized within new Christian sociabilities. Competencies developed in other countries are deployed by former Vietnamese contract workers and asylum seekers for missionizing activities in former socialist ‘brotherlands’.

Conclusion

The political situation in late socialist Vietnam, different legal statuses in reunified Germany, various social and political groupings such as boat people and contract workers, language, generation and date of arrival have to be taken into account when exploring Vietnamese Christian sociability. Diversity, or what recently has been called ‘superdiversity’ (Vertovec and Wessendorf 2006; Vertovec 2007) is a characteristic feature with regard to the global outreach of the Holy Spirit Church. The political divisions between North and South Vietnam (until 1976) and between West and East Germany (until 1990) are paralleled in the creation and emergence of religious networks of Vietnamese in Germany. Vietnamese Catholic communities and Vietnamese Buddhist communities in reunified Germany are still almost exclusively composed of boat people, who are reluctant to welcome former contract workers and asylum seekers because of their previous socialist identities and politics. In contrast, Vietnamese Pentecostal churches embrace all newcomers without regard to their political past, class or ethnic background, or identifications with their resident nation-state. The unity they build is national but the sociability is at the same time Christian and global, traversing national and cultural boundaries.

However, even while negating some borders, the members of the Holy Spirit and similar churches ultimately reject cosmopolitan sociability. As Pentecostal Christians they separate themselves from all those who, through ancestor altars, spirit possession, Buddhism, Catholicism and other religious traditions, fail to take Jesus into their lives and thus are not part of their faith community. Nevertheless, the Holy Spirit Church in reunified Germany, where boat people encounter their politi-
cal counterparts, former contract workers and asylum seekers from ex-COMECON countries, may be characterized as a place in which socialist cosmopolitans ‘from below’ are transformed into global Pentecostal believers.
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